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Algebra 1 Summer Review Packet 

This packet must be completed the summer before entering Algebra 1. These skills 
are necessary for a successful year in this course. Please review the notes for each 
section and complete all subsequent practice problems. Be sure to show all of your 
work for full credit. This packet must be completed in its entirety and be 
ready to be submitted on the Friday, August  23rd. 

1 Writin2 Al2ebraic Expressions 

In algebraic expressions, letters such as x andy are called variables. A variable is 
used to represent an unspecified number or value. 

Practice: Write an algebraic expression for each verbal expression. 

1. Four times a number decreased by twelve _______ _

2. Three more than the product of five and a number _____ _

3. The quotient of two more than a number and eight ______ _

4. Seven less than twice a number
----------



II. Order of Operations

To evaluate numerical expressions containing more than one operation, use the 

rules for order of operations. The rules are often summarized using the expression 
PEMDAS 

Practice: Evaluate each expression. 

1. 250 + [5(3 • 7 + 4)]

3 . .!... 26-32

2 

5. 5+[30-(6-1)2 ]

2. 

4. 82 + ( 2 • 8) + 2



III. Evaluating Algebraic Expressions

To evaluate algebraic expressions, first replace the variables with their values. Then, 
use order of operations to calculate the value of the resulting numerical expression. 

Example: Evaluate x2
- S(x - y) if x = 6 and y = 2

x_2 
- S(x - y) = (6)2 

- 5(6 - 2) 
= (6)2 

- 5(4) 
= 36 - 5(4) 
= 36- 20 
= 16 

Practice: Evaluate each expression. 

1. 5x2 -y whenx = 4 andy = 24

3. (z+x)2 + 
4

x whenx = 2and z=4
5 

2. 
3xy-4 

when x = 2 andy = 3
7x 

y2 -2z2

4. -'---- when x =12,y = 9, and z = 4
x+y-z



IV. The Real Number System

Real Numbers 
r 

i Rational 0.63 0.012 

, �Integers{ ... , -2. -1. o, 1, 2, ... } 

./' Whole {o, 1, 2, 3, ... }

( Natural{1,2,3, ... }) 
'--....... ... - - -·· -

llTational 
✓3 JC 0.10010001... 

Practice: Name all the sets to which each number belongs. 

1. -4.2 ----------

2. 3-/5 _________ _

3. �
3 

4-. 9 -----------

5. ,Jf6 _______ _

0 6. -2-----------



V. Properties of Real Numbers

Following are properties of Real Numbers that are useful in evaluating and solving 
algebraic expressions. 

Additive Identity For any nurri�er a, a + 0 = a.

MultiplicaJive _ Identity Fo(any'humber a, a· 1-c= a. 
Mµltiplicative Property of o Feit any nufTiber a, a • O-= o:
MultiplfoatiVe Inverse 
Propei:-ty 

Reflexive p·roperty 

Symmetric Property 

Transitive Property 

Substitution Ptoperty 

Commutative Properties 

Associative Properties 

For every number Fi a, b 4= 0, there is el(adtly one number¾ suqn that¼· % =l. 

For any' number a, a = a. 

For any numbers .a and b, lf _a = b; then b = a.

For any numbers a, b, a.nd'c, if a == band b = c, then a•= c; 

l fa = b, then a may bil replaced by b ih any expression: 

For any numbers a and b, a + b = b + a and a • b = b • .a. 
For any numbers a, b, and c, (a + b) + c = a + (b + c} and (ab)c = a(bc).

Practice: Name the property illustrated in each equation. 

1.3•x=x•3 

2. 3a+0=3a
--------------------

3. 2r+( 3r+4r) =(2r+3r)+4r ________ _

1 
4. Sy• - =l

Sy 

5. 9a + ( -9a) = 0

6. (10b+l2b)+7b=(12b+l0b)+7b _______ _

7. Sx + 2 = Sx + 2
---------------

8. If 9 + 4 = 13 and 13 = 2 + 11 then 9 + 4 = 2 + 11



VI. The Distributive Property

The Distributive Property states for any number a, b, and c: 

1. a( b + c) =ab+ ac or ( b + c )a = ba + ca

2. a(b-c)=ab-ac or (b-c)a=ba-ca

Practice: Rewrite each expression using the distributive property. 

1. 7(h - 3) 2. -3(2x + 5)

3. (Sx- 9)4
1 

4. -(14-6y)
2

5. 3(7x2 -3x + 2)
1 6. -(16x-12y+4z)
4



VII. Combining Like-Terms

Terms in algebra are numbers, variables or the product of numbers and 
variables. In algebraic expressions terms are separated by addition ( +) or 
subtraction(-) symbols. Terms can be combined using addition and 
subtraction if they are like-terms. 

Like-terms have the same variables to the same power. 

Example oflike-terms: 5x
2 and -6x

2

Example of terms that are NOT like-terms: 9x2 and lSx 

Although both terms have the variable x, they are not being raised to 
the same power 

Practice: Sin1plify each expression 

1. 5x-9x+2

5. 2(3x-4y)+5(x+3y) 6. 10xy-4(xy+2x2
y)

3.  c2 + 4d2 - 7d2 4.  5x2  + 6x - 12x2 -9x + 2



VIII. Solving Equations with Variables on One-Side

To solve an equation means to find th.e value of the variable. We solve equations by isolating 
the vanable using opposite ope-rations. 

Practice: Solve each equation. 

1. 98=b+34 2. -14+y=-2

3. 8k=-64
2 

4. -x=6



IX. Solving Equations with Variables on Each-Side:

To solve an equation with the same variable on each side, write an equivalent 
equation that has the va1iable on just one side of the equation. Then solve. 

Practice: Solve each equation. 

1. 5+3r = Sr-19

3. -5x-10=2-(x+4)

5. 3(d-8)-5=9(d+2)+1

2. 8x + 12 = 4(3 + 2x)

4. 6(-3m+l)=5(-2m-2)



X. Solving Word Problems

Translate each word problem into an algebraic equat[:on, using x for the unknown, and solve, Write a ''let 
x =11 for each unknown; write an equa�ion; solve. the �quation; sqbstitute the. value for x intQ the let 
statements(s} to answer the question. 

For Example: 

Kara is going_ to Mau, on vacation. She paid $325 for her plane ticket and is spending $·125.each night for 
the hotel. How many nights can she staYin Maui if she has $12007 

Step 'I: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

What are you asked to fin-e7 Let variables represent what you are asked to find. 

How maiw nights can Kara s.{ay in Maul? 

Let x = The number of nights Kara can stay in Maui 

Write an equation to represent the relationship in the problem. 

3i5 +. 125 X "= 1200 

Solve the equation for the unknown 

325 + 125 X = 1200 
- 325 -325

125 X = 875 
x= 7 Kara can spend 1 ntghts ·in Maui 

Practice: Write an algebraic equation to model each situation. Then solve the 
equation and answer the question. 

1. A video store charges a one-time membership fee of $11. 75 plus $1.S0 per
video rental. How many videos did Stewart rent if he spends$ 72.007

2. Dare] went to the man and spent $41. He bought several t-shirts that ach cost
$12 and he bought 1 pair of socks for $5. How many t-shirts did Darel buy?


